**Category:** Accessories/Knitted Shawls/Ponchos/Capes/Wraps

**Skill Level:**
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**FW285**

---

**Paradigm Shift® Lite**

**Rosey Sunrise Shawl**

Designed by Laurie Beardsley

---

**Finished Measurements:**

- 80” wingspan
- x 19” deep

**Materials:**

- Cascade Yarns® Paradigm Shift® Lite
  - 100% Mercerized Cotton
- 200 g (7.05 oz oz) / 577 yds (528 m)
- 2 skeins of color #104 (Tea Rose)
- US 4 (3.5 mm) knitting needles or size to obtain gauge
- Yarn needle
- 1 stitch marker
Paradigm Shift® Lite

Rosey Sunrise Shawl | by Laurie Beardsley

Gauge:
22 sts x 40 rows = 4” (10 cm) unblocked, in garter stitch

Abbreviations:
CO = Cast On
BO = Bind Off
K = Knit
yo = Yarn Over
St(s) = Stitch(es)
K2tog = Knit 2 stitches together
pm = Place Marker
sm = Slip Marker
bef M = Before Marker
inc = Increased
RS = Right side
WS = Wrong side

Pattern Notes:
Though the shawl is reversible, RS and WS designations are used to help clarify instructions.

When RS is facing, body sts are to the right of the marker, edging sts to the left.

For every 20-row repeat, the edging begins with 7 sts, increases to 17 sts, then ends with 7 sts.

The body increases 1 st every WS row throughout (10 sts each 20-row repeat).

Begin Pattern:
CO 13 sts, using Cable CO or other sturdy CO.
Setup Row (WS): K7, pm, k6.
Row 1 (RS): K2, yo, k to 2 sts bef M, k2tog, sm, yo, k2tog, k to last 4 sts, yo, k2tog, yo, k2. (1 st inc for edging)
Row 2 (WS): K to last 2 sts, yo, k2. (1 st inc for body)
Rows 3 - 18 as Rows 1 - 2.
Row 19: As Row 1.
Row 20 (WS): BO 10 sts, k to last 2 sts, yo, k2. (1 st inc for body; 7 sts remain for edging)

Work Rows 1 - 20 seventeen more times (or to desired length), ending the last repeat after Row 19.

BO in k.